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	Information Technology Auditing (with ACL CD-ROM), 9781439079119 (1439079110), South-Western College, 2010

	The third edition of this text contains key improvements and changes that continue to
	provide instructors and students with the best information technology auditing text
	available. This edition has been reorganized and expanded to address the internal control
	and audit issues mandated by Sarbanes-Oxley legislation. The third edition includes a
	full range of new and revised homework assignments, up-to-date content changes, a new
	chapter on transaction processing, and new appendix material in several chapters to provide
	the reader with background and perspective. All of these changes add up to more
	student and instructor enhancements than in previous editions. We have made these
	changes to keep students and instructors as current as possible on issues such as business
	processes, general controls, application controls, fraud issues, and relevant aspects of
	Sarbanes-Oxley legislation in a changing IT auditing environment.


	Understand how audits take place in the real world with INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AUDITING! With coverage of traditional auditing as well as auditing of information systems, this accounting text provides you with the background you need to succeed in the real world. Up-to-date coverage of auditor responsibilities and legislation, fraud techniques and detection, and expanded end-of-chapter questions, problems and cases are just a few of the tools that will prepare you for success in your future career.
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Autonomic ComputingIBM Press, 2004
	Systems that install, heal, protect themselves and adapt to your needs —automatically
	Using autonomic computing to reduce costs, improve services, and enhance agility
	Autonomic components, architectures, standards, and development tools
	Planning for and implementing autonomic...



		

The JDK 1.4 TutorialManning Publications, 2002
With the significant changes made to the new release of Java Development Kit (JDK), this book will act as tutorial for programmers who need to make use of he new features now. Each new or updated package or feature is given a theoretical introduction, including a discussion of the role of the package or feature within the larger Java platform....

		

Online Assessment And Measurement: Foundations And ChallengesInformation Science Publishing, 2005
Online learning is one of the most important topics in distance learning, but practitioners and researchers have experienced difficulty in defining the process.  Online Assessment and Measurement: Foundations and Challenges approaches the topic by finding a common ground to properly analyze online assessment and measurement.    Online Assessment...




	

PhoneGap by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Use PhoneGap to apply web development skills and learn variety of cross-platform mobile applications


	About This Book

	
		Utilize the robust features of the mobile hybrid approach to develop, test, and publish mobile applications using the PhoneGap framework
	
		Use your web skills for hybrid...



		

A Natural History of BeerYale University Press, 2019

	A celebration of beer—its science, its history, and its impact on human culture

	

	What can beer teach us about biology, history, and the natural world? From ancient Mesopotamian fermentation practices to the resurgent American craft brewery, Rob DeSalle and Ian Tattersall peruse the historical record and traverse...


		

Security Administrator Street Smarts: A Real World Guide to CompTIA Security+ SkillsSybex, 2011

	A step-by-step guide to the tasks involved in security administration


	If you aspire to a career in security administration, one of your greatest challenges will be gaining hands-on experience. This book takes you through the most common security admin tasks step by step, showing you the way around many of the roadblocks you...
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